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One of the lesser known components of the OSS was 
its Map Division (MD) within the Research and 
Analysis Branch (R&A). Headed up by a 26-year-

old Ph.D. student named Arthur H. Robinson, by the end of 
the war it had 250 personnel and outposts in London, North 
Africa, and the Far East. Its achievements included 50-inch 
globes that were presented to President Roosevelt and Prime 
Minister Churchill, a map intelligence library of some two 
million items, new inventions for making three-dimensional 
models (not unlike the one the National Geospatial Agency 
made for the bin Laden mission), and maps of the Norman-
dy beaches for Operation Neptune (D-Day). Robinson also 
told the story of how late at night during the Allied confer-
ence in Quebec in September 1944, he was given a sketched 
map of Germany (probably drawn by Roosevelt) and “told to 
do this up nicely” for the meeting the next morning on the 
partition of Germany. Robinson says he stayed up all night 
deciding where the boundaries should go!

One of the division’s most stunning cartographic accom-
plishments is the OSS Theater Map. Perhaps the most beau-
tiful of the hundreds of OSS maps I’ve seen, it was actually 
an index of individual map sheets, each covering about eight 
degrees of latitude. It was highly innovative. Robinson—an 
expert on projections—called it “unique.” The main index 
map married four different Lambert’s conformal conic pro-
jections and was “so designed that any number of sheets 
may be mounted together to form a theater of any size.” 
Each of the four projections, which look like fans, are so 
cleverly constructed that they join at the Equator with a per-
fectly straight line 32 degrees wide. The map located each of 
the individual sheets using a special numbering system.

Other innovations included a counterintuitive discovery 
by Robinson that blue was not a good color for water. The 
usual map printer used by the OSS, Hoehn and Company 
of Baltimore, refused to print it, saying that it would never 
work. So the MD decided to do some color tests. The “test-
ing” consisted of daubing different colors onto posters in 
the hallway from which they could stand far enough away to 
judge their appearance. The muddy green color worked and 
Hoehn agreed to print the maps. 

After the Allied invasion of Europe, the OSS Map Divi-
sion personnel were fast-tracked into recently liberated towns 
and cities to grab maps, aerial photographs, and documents 
before the Soviets could do so. Among their haul were maps 
that revealed Germany’s changing fortunes. In Berlin, an OSS 

map team found German maps that 
had detailed information about at-
tacking Britain that, as the war pro-
gressed, had been printed on the re-
verse side with maps of Germany to 
be used as a defense against invasion. 
The teams had to move fast. The im-
pending division of Germany meant 
that key centers of map production, 
such as the famous Justus Perthes 
Geographische Anstalt in Gotha, 
were in the Soviet zone, which was 
due to be handed over to the Soviets 
on July 1, 1945. In April 1945, Don-
ovan belatedly became convinced 
of the importance of Justus Perthes 
and ordered that “all necessary steps 
should be taken to secure the build-
ing pending arrival of the map divi-
sion personnel and guards should 
be placed over equipment.” One of 
these “T Forces” included the OSS 
geographers Lloyd “Blackie” Black, a 
recent Ph.D. from Michigan, Robert 
Hall Jr., and Ohio State University 
geologist John Wells. Their mission 
was to get there as soon as possible 
and send everything back. They inter-
preted this rather loosely. Equipped 
with K-rations and a secure steel 
trailer to store the plunder, the team 
set out from Paris and reached Go-
tha two days later on April 9, 1945, 
stopping along the way to study 
the landscape and geomorphology. 
Once there, they used a two and 
one-half ton truck to haul maps and 
materials to the OSS office in Biebrich (Wiesbaden), which 
was 255 kilometers away in the American zone. Exploring the 
area, they visited Buchenwald on the same day as General 
Patton, whom they saw “standing imperiously in his moving 
jeep with his pearl-colored helmet and his two ivory-handled 
pistols.” Even after loading the truck with maps and printing 
plates, the main bulk of the Justus Perthes facility was left be-
hind for the Soviets, but the team did find a hidden salt mine 
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containing the entire Prussian State Library. Another mine 
had crates marked “Rembrandt” and “Monet.”
After the war, Robinson became one of the country’s pre-

mier academic cartographers. The legacy of the OSS Map 
Division had a lasting influence when the CIA created its 
own map division. 
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